Competition Numbers
Introduction
The provision of Allocated Numbers to competitors over the last 2 years has in general been very
well received.
Next season club competition numbers will be operated differently to previous years. The new
approach will address two distinct aspects: (1) the allocation/reservation of a particular number
for each competitor; and (2) the provision of the physical numbers for placement on each vehicle.
Allocation of Competition Numbers
As previously advised, from the start of the 2011 season, allocation of a full-year number will
attract a $35 fee per year.
Competitors who have not purchased a full-year allocated number must purchase a temporary
number for each event they enter as described in the next section.
Procurement of Numbers
The club requires each Competitor with an allocated number to provide a NCR compliant display
on both doors and the windscreen. In general this means a 280mm high number on the doors and
a 150mm high dayglo forward facing number on the windscreen. (NCR, Schedule K)
If a competitor does not have an allocated number, then the club will allocate a temporary
number for each event entered and provide stick on 150mm numbers for the side facing windows
and windscreen. This will be charged at a cost recovery of $10 if booked with the entry or $20 on
the day.
Allocated number competitors who do not procure their own physical numbers for their vehicle
can purchase stick on numbers for the same rates prior to, or at an event. For instance, a member
with an allocated number whose physical numbers were ‘eaten by the dog that morning’ or which
fail scrutiny will be issued a set of stick on numbers for $20.
Conclusion
These changes have been introduced to reduce the administrative burden of managing the
inventory of laminates while retaining the option for a regular competitor to retain an allocated
number. The small quantity of laminates required for entree will be retained.
Preprinted number allocation forms will be available at Winton and Presidents Day. If you would
like to reserve a number held by another competitor that needs to be arranged between
yourselves, and members are requested to keep physical violence and bloodshed to a minimum.
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